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Abstract
We propose a novel algorithm, namely Resembled Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN), that generates two different domain data simultaneously where they resemble
each other. Although recent GAN algorithms achieve the great success in learning the
cross-domain relationship [9, 19, 22], their application is limited to domain transfers,
which requires the input image. The first attempt to tackle the data generation of two
domains was proposed by CoGAN [10]. However, their solution is inherently vulnerable
for various levels of domain similarities. Unlike CoGAN, our Resembled GAN implicitly
induces two generators to match feature covariance from both domains, thus leading to
share semantic attributes. Hence, we effectively handle a wide range of structural and
semantic similarities between various two domains. Based on experimental analysis on
various datasets, we verify that the proposed algorithm is effective for generating two
domains with similar attributes.
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Introduction

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are capable of producing sharp and realistic images
by learning the generative process, instead of explicitly estimating the data distribution with
variational bounds or strict model constraints. GANs [5] is composed of two networks,
discriminator and generator, and they adversarially compete each other to approximate Pdata
using Pmodel : the discriminator distinguishes real samples from fake samples produced by
the generator, while the generator aims to create the sample as real as possible so that the
discriminator cannot recognize it as the fake sample. The objective function of this adversarial
learning process in [5] is defined by the following minimax game,




min max Ex∼Pdata log(D(x)) + Ez∼Pz log(1 − D (G (z)) ,
G

D

where E denotes expectation, x and z are random variables for data and latent vector, where
their probability distributions are Pdata and Pz , respectively.
Most GAN algorithms learn an unidirectional mapping function from Pz to Pdata for a
single domain. Unlike those, our algorithm learns two mapping functions for two domains
y
simultaneously; one associates Pz to Pxdata , and the other maps the same Pz to Pdata . Throughout this paper, we denote two different domains by X and Y, respectively. When x and y are
samples generated from the same latent z, we aim to accomplish two objectives; 1) two data
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